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A. OVERVIEW

Assignment 2 provides you with a simple component which incorporates a
little game of the adventure type. The user is to try to find the route to the
exit. (Hint. To make the assignment a little more challenging there is one
affordance with no prompt.) You are to do three things.

• Experiment with the component and find out all its properties.
• Draw a state diagram that provides a model of the behaviour of the

component.
• Write a set of productions that describe the behaviour of the

component.

B. INSTRUCTIONS

You will find the executable in the course account, named Test1.class,
in the directory /u/cs349/S10/a2. It consists of Java bytecodes, so you
should be able to copy it anywhere and run it using the JVM. (Caveat

emptor. Both Microsoft and Apple have made modifications to their JVMs
compared to Sun’s. I have tested only on the Sun in my office and on the
Sun servers in the undergrad environment.)

The executable opens a window with a menu bar along its top. The
menu bar has a single menu with two entries that allow you to restart or to
exit. This menu is not part of the component with which you are to
experiment. The component consists of four buttons, all of which are
disabled when you start. Thus, before you can do anything else you must
find the single keyboard affordance, which will take you to a state where
the buttons are active. There is a state from which you can exit from the
state diagram, and you will have to explore the state diagram using
whatever buttons are enabled plus the keyboard affordance to find out
how to exit.

b.1. EXPERIMENTATION

Assuming you succeeded in getting to the exit you now have part of the
state diagram. However, the assignment asks you to find the complete
state diagram. To do so in a reasonable amount of time you must be
systematic. (All experimentation requires a systematic approach, which is
now it differs from exploration.) Here is how I do it.
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1. Make a list of all states.

2. For each state make a list of all affordances that exist in that state.

3. Test every affordance in every state to find out how they change the
state.

I keep these records on a computer because it is easier to develop
systematic lists in an environment that has copy and paste.

To keep the amount of experimentation under control it is usual to
make simple assumptions, and to test them enough that you are certain
they are correct. For example, it is reasonable to assume that sub-
components with identical presentations have the same low level
behaviour.

b.2. THE STATE DIAGRAM

State diagrams can be simple and easy to create and understand, or
complex and hard to create and understand. Part of the marks on this
assignment is for your success in making the state diagram and the
production system easy to understand.

The main determinant of clarity for state diagrams is geometrical
layout: how the states are arranged on the page. Here are two tricks that
help me.

1. Draw the state diagram for each affordance separately and see how to
make them combine.

2. Draw the final answer using a computer drawing tool with strong
alignment functionality.

b.3. PRODUCTIONS

Write a complete production system for the component you have been
given, based on the models that I have made available, and using the
notation of the course notes, which differs from the Olsen book only in
using % for productions because it is easier to type.

Remember that many marks are awarded, directly and indirectly, for
the clarity of your productions and definitions. Using easy to understand
names that are not too long, and indenting consistently are considered by
many experts to be the two most important factors in code clarity.

b.4. HINTS

Here are a few hints that may help you in doing the assignment

Planning your time. It took me about two hours, starting from scratch, to
discover the state diagram. It took me about one hour, starting from
scratch, to figure out a good geometry for the state diagram, and fifteen
minutes to draw it. It took me about half an hour to write the productions.
Depending on how smart I am compared to you, apply the appropriate
multiplier to get your times.
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C. RESOURCES

You will find the component in the course account in the directory /u/
cs349/assignments/a2. Its name is Test1.class; you should be able to copy
it into your account and execute it there.

Model solutions to other problems to come.

D. HAND IN

This assignment is at least as much about communicating your ideas as it
is about having them in the first place. (Why? The best-implemented
interface in the world is useless unless its presentation to the user is well-
enough organized that the user can understand what the interface
designer is trying to communicate about the state and functionality of the
interface.) Therefore, as many marks will be given for the effectiveness of
your presentation as for the correctness of your solution.

d.1. GENERAL

Using the submit program you should hand in
1. your list of states, affordances and state changes,
2. your state diagram(s), and
3. your production system.

They should be prepared using automated drawing and word-processing
tools, of which there are many that are freely available for download. They
should be formatted as pdf documents.

d.2. HINTS

Here are a few hints that may improve the presentation of your answers.
1. There is a keyboard affordance with no prompt.
2. Every button, qua button, is the same. Try to find a solution for this

redundancy that doesn't overwhelm the user with complexity.
3. If there are words in the assignment that you do not understand, look

them up in a dictionary. I prefer the seventh edition of the Concise
Oxford Dictionary.


